
  
 

 MAY Mins

IF 125 3.40pm ♿ 3.40pm 10:45am ♿ 10:45am 3.40pm

PG - Mild themes, some scenes may upset young children. 6.00pm ♿ 6.00pm ♿ 6.30pm 6.30pm 6.00pm

KINGDOM OF THE PLANET 150 12.45pm ♿ 12.45pm ♿ 11.00am 11.00am 10.45am *
        OF THE APES       M  sci-f i themes &  violence ♿ 7.15pm 7.15pm 6.00pm ♿ 6.00pm 8.20pm

GOLDA      105 ♿ 12.30pm 12.30pm 1.15pm ♿ 1.15pm ♿ 10.30am *
PG - mild themes 8.20pm ♿ 8.20pm ♿ 4.15pm 4.15pm ♿ 8.00pm

WICKED LITTLE LETTERS 135 ♿ 5.00pm 5.00pm ♿ 2.00pm 2.00pm ♿ 5.40pm

FREUD'S LAST SESSION    M 115 ♿ 2.40pm 2.40pm 3.30pm ♿ 3.30pm ♿ 3.20pm

PLEASE NOTE: ALL SESSIONS ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF PUBLICATION BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

👁 Denotes sensory friendly screenings.

≋ Denotes Open Captioned sessions.

 Feature begins aproximately 5 to 10 minutes after the advertised screening time. Doors open approximately 30 mins before the day's first session.

♿ + Times in bold denote wheelchair access.

* Denotes Coffee Session.

THU 16 WED 22TUES 21MON 20SUN 19SAT 18FRI 17

  

IF (PG)      125 Mins           Comedy, Animation, Family  

IF is about a girl who discovers that she can see everyone’s imaginary friends — and what she does with 

that superpower — as she embarks on a magical adventure to reconnect forgotten IFs with their kids. 
 

KINGDOM OF THE PLANET OF THE APES (M)      150 Mins            Action 

Set several generations in the future following Caesar’s reign, in which apes are the dominant species 

living harmoniously and humans have been reduced to living in the shadows. As a new tyrannical ape 

leader builds his empire, one young ape undertakes a harrowing journey that will cause him to question 

all that he has known about the past and to make choices that will define a future for apes and humans 

alike. 
 

GOLDA (PG)      105 Mins            Biography  

Set during the tense 19 days of the Yom Kippur War in 1973. Helen Mirren stars as Israeli Prime Minister 

Golda Meir, who is faced with the potential of Israel’s complete destruction, must navigate overwhelming 

odds, a skeptical cabinet and a complex relationship with US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, with 

millions of lives in the balance. Her tough leadership and compassion would ultimately decide the fate of 

her nation and leave her with a controversial legacy around the world. 
 

WICKED LITTLE LETTERS (MA15+)      100 Mins            Comedy ***BACK BY POPULAR REQUEST*** 

When Edith and fellow residents begin to receive wicked letters full of hilarious profanities, foul-mouthed 

Rose is charged with the crime. However, as the town's women investigate the crime themselves, they 

suspect that something is amiss, and that Rose may not be the culprit after all. Stars Olivia Coleman. 
 

FREUD’S LAST SESSION (M)      115 Mins            Drama   ***FINAL WEEK*** 

Anthony Hopkins plays renowned psychologist Sigmund Freud opposite Matthew Goode as iconic author 

CS Lewis in this clash-of-minds drama. Set on the eve of WWII and towards the end of his life, Freud 

invites Lewis for a debate over the existence of God. Exploring Freud's unique relationship with his lesbian 

daughter Anna and Lewis' unconventional romance with his best friend's mother, the film interweaves 

past, present and fantasy, bursting from the confines of Freud's study on a dynamic journey. 
 

        

SESSION TIMES: MAY 16 - 22  
☎ 8552 1325  victacinemas.com.au 


